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In contemporary artists’ film and video practices there are, perhaps, 
two distinctive and contrary approaches. One strategy is to make 
your work as much like mainstream, or art-house, narrative film as 
possible, in its look, its sound, in its editing, its attention to story, in 
its imagination and use of time. Indeed, the artist might even aspire 
to make their own feature films—as Julian Schnabel, Steve McQueen, 
and Sam Taylor-Wood have all done. The other move is to try and 
remove film from the register of cinema, to redeem it from linear 
temporality, melodramatic narrative and plot, and spectacular scale. 
The first tendency I have outlined accords with the general trajectory 
of art under the aegis of late-capitalism since the mid 20th century, in 
which the history of art is no longer as significant to the making of art 
as the history of advertising and popular culture—so that art is nothing 
more than part of the entertainment industry. The second tendency 
is, perhaps, the path of a subaltern, dissident art that has inherited 
the lineage of modernism and its utopian notions of art’s critical 
responsibilities towards subjectivity and history. Ergin Çavu!o"lu 
is amongst the artists who are making this move: in his case turning 
towards the theatrical and the gestural. 

The narrative feature film uses the theatrical as a narrative code that 
always produces a particular ending; its typical three-act structure 
of stasis, disruption, and recuperation, inherited from 19th century 
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Typically we label artists who make time-based image work as 
“filmmakers” or “video artists”. These appellations are misnomers, 
lacking any reference to medium specificity and reflecting the inability 
of most critics and curators to recognise the difference between media. 
Some artists do still shoot on film, almost as a matter of principle, 
but also for a particular quality of the image: Tacita Dean is a good 
example. Certainly few people edit manually by cutting and splicing 
a processed film today. Ergin Çavu!o"lu belongs to the majority of 
artist-filmmakers who shoot on HD video and edit off-line: scanning 
all the shot material into digital format, editing on computer, and then 
returning the finished edit to the original medium.

Çavu!o"lu, however, in other ways works like a “filmmaker”: his 
projects revolve around close collaboration with a scriptwriter 
– Arnold Barkus – and begin with detailed storyboards, just as scenes 
in a feature film would be sketched out. The artwork, then, is imagined 
well before it is shot, and there is a process that moves between concept, 
sketch and realisation that’s oddly akin to the way painters once worked. 
But the modern filmmaker leads  a creative team—he or she doesn’t 
work alone. For Çavu!o"lu this process of development, scripting, and 
storyboarding, is where the greatest creative input takes place.

Chris Townsend 

melodrama within the theatrical circuits that early film replaced, still 
going strong and powering the economy of entertainment. Çavu!o"lu 
isn’t interested in this guaranteed eschatological moment: his concern 
is with the provisionality of theatre, its procedures of rehearsal and 
differing interpretations. Where narrative features, and their mirroring 
products in the world of art, are all about surface, about finish, about 
a sense of completeness and cohesion, Çavu!o"lu wants us to see 
process, incompleteness, the subject coming into being. This is clear 
in his recent adaptation of Chekhov’s “The House with the Mezzanine”. 
Çavu!o"lu’s film —his “finished piece”— is the rehearsal of Arnold 
Barkus’s script by professional actors with a director. The work remains 
definitively unfinished: there is no final and definitive performance, 
either in the theatre or on film. Nor is subjectivity sealed off as it is in 
a conventional entertainment narrative; rather Çavu!o"lu’s rendering 
leaves identity open, always to be determined. 

The role that borders and boundaries play in his work—and given those 
limits—border crossings, this sense of migration between opposing 
spaces, and the identity emerging between them, are crucial. This is 
most apparent in the migration between screens in his multi-channel 
installations such as “Quintet without Borders” (2007) and “Point of 
Departure” (2006), and especially “Liminal Crossing” (2009). Repeatedly 
Çavu!o"lu uses music, that most ephemeral, least earthbound of 
art forms: in “Liminal Crossing” we have the confrontation between 
the machinery of state administration and the heavy machinery of a 
certain kind of music making, as a piano is pushed through the dead-
zone of the boundary between states. This tension between spaces 
is vital to  “The House with the Mezzanine”, where warm sensuality 
and dry factuality are played out as oppositions. This establishing of 
antitheses in the structure of the work is perhaps the defining feature 
of Çavu!o"lu’s oeuvre. What is distinctive about it, however, is that he 
not only sets these relationships up within the filmic narrative, but that 
he uses them in the physical structure of the installations themselves. 
Form and content both play roles in establishing possible meanings, 
rather than the former simply supporting the closed, complete surface 
of the latter.
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